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Director’s Matters
2018 Spring Workshop a Resounding Success
Just a few months into my term, I am humbled and honored to be serving with an amazing
group of generous, dedicated, creative and positive professionals. Their shining spirits and hard
work made the 2018 National Association for Interpretation Region 2 Spring Workshop a
resounding success.
Over sixty-five attendees from seven states and DC journeyed to our beautiful mountain
retreat at the 4-H Educational and Conference Center in Front Royal VA. Margo Carlock, our
NAI Executive Director, rearranged her travel schedule so she could join us at the workshop
between attending the Virginia Association of Museums Conference and flying off to New
Orleans to continue planning the NAI Annual Conference coming up in November.
4-H Conference Center staff members including, Chris Newlon, Win Iden and the whole
maintenance staff took great care of us, responding quickly to requests for AV help, lodging
room issues, and the all important 24/7 access to a coffee maker. Chef Renualdo Shields and
his wondrous kitchen team cooked up lots of tasting meals that not only filled out stomachs
but also fulfilling our many special dietary requests; vegetarian, lactose free, gluten free and
more.
My deep gratitude goes out to the whole planning team, all the presenters, and the many
volunteers, auction item donors and bidders. This workshop is run for the NAI Regions 2
members, by the members. It took over a year of monthly phone meetings, hours of
assignment work, multiple site visits, support from the national office, and many hours of
planning and organizing on the part of our 17 presenters to make this workshop a reality. The
silent and live auctions generated over $2,000 to fund future scholarships. Thank you to all
who donated items and all who made such generous bids on the items. The whole wonderful
workshop was topped off with three terrific off site programs.
Not a group to sit on our laurels, we’ll start planning the next workshops right away. Our
strategic plan calls for a single day workshop in 2019 and a multi-day in 2020. If you’re
interested in supporting the profession and NAI Region 2 by helping with planning and
running these workshops please reach out to me or any of the other board members. Also
look in your email for a short Survey Monkey survey from me soon.
Yvonne Johnson
Director
NAI Chesapeake Region 2
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Scholarship recipient Jordan Libera presenting a session at the recent Region II Workshop.

NAI Region II Scholarships!
Did you know NAI Region II offers scholarships. Each year members within the region can apply for a
scholarship to attend things like Regional Workshops and the National Workshop. The funds to make
these scholarships possible come from the scholarship auction held each time we hold a regional
workshop.

Meet our New Treasurer.
Hi, I’m Ken Rosenthal, and it’s my turn to introduce myself as one of your Regional Board Members. I will
be your Treasurer for the Chesapeake Region of NAI for the next two-and-a-half years. In addition to my
role with NAI Chesapeake Region, I am currently a Park Naturalist at Gulf Branch Nature Center.
I have been in the region since 2010. Before I spent most of my life in the Great Lakes Region – growing
up near Erie, PA; going to college in Rochester, NY; and starting my interpretive career at Cleveland
Metroparks in Cleveland, OH. I majored in Biology with the idea of going to graduate school to get a Ph.D.
Turns out, I hated graduate school. The politics made me rethink my decision (because I would never,
NEVER have to deal with politics in any other career, of course). A friend was working at Cleveland
Metroparks at the time, and described what a Naturalist’s job was. That job description sounded exactly
like what I had always wanted to do. I managed to get a seasonal position at Brecksville Nature Center of
Cleveland Metroparks, and I have been an informal educator ever since.
Since Cleveland Metroparks, I have had the fortune to work with many wonderful people and for many
great communities, including as a naturalist at Wesselman Woods Nature Preserve in Evansville, IN; a
seasonal naturalist at Lookout Mountain Nature Center in Golden, CO; a museum educator at the Denver
Museum of Nature and Science; and as a naturalist at Walker Nature Center in Reston, Virginia; and now
with Arlington County in Virginia.
While in Cleveland I got to be involved in NAI Region 4 (now the Great Lakes Region). I edited the
Regional newsletter (FourThought); coedited a pair of Interpretive Booklets; served on the Interpretive
Project Grants Committee; and was logistics chair for the 2008 Region 4 Interpreters Workshop. I also
served as Deputy Chair of the Environmental Education Section.
When I left Cleveland for Colorado I bumped around a bit, but I never lost my connection with NAI. I
have made life-long friends in both regions, people I never would have met without NAI. From job
opportunities to trainings to personal and professional connections, NAI has always been a treasured part
of my career. I look forward to meeting and working with many of you in the future. I hope you will
consider getting involved with future trainings and workshops, too!

Ken Rosenthal’s presentation on Moths and
Mothing
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Outstanding Interpretation Award Winners
Front Row L-R: Tania Gale, Margaret Wohler, Jennifer Crawford, and Alonso Abugattas.
Back Row L-R: Tara Miller, Yvonne Johnson, Linda Bailey, Marilyn Schroeder, Claire Thomas, and Ken Rosenthal.

Outstanding Region 2 Interpreters 2018!
At each multi-day regional workshop we present awards to member of our profession who are
creative, thoughtful and innovative in the ways they share the natural world and cultural
resources with their community and their colleagues. Their supervisors and co-workers take the
time to fill out the nomination forms to submit them for consideration. This year we were
fortunate to receive seven nominations in the categories of Outstanding Interpretive Volunteer,
Outstanding Frontline Interpreter, Outstanding Interpretive Manager, Outstanding New
Interpreter and Outstanding Part-Time Interpreter. In addition, we gave Meritorious Service
Awards to three members who have made especially important contributions to the region.
Fortunately, all the winners were able to attend the awards lunch and presentation during the
workshop. We had a great time celebrating these deserving Interpreters!
Dodie Lewis, Awards Chair
Alonso Abugattas - Outstanding Interpretive Manager.
Many of us know Alonso in his guise as an amazing Interpreter of natural history. This award
however, is for Outstanding Interpretive Manager. Alonso is currently the Natural Resources
Manager for Arlington County Parks and Natural Resources division in Arlington, Virginia.

Thank you.
I was able to attend the Spring Workshop
this year with the help of NAI scholarship
funds. This was my first time attending a
NAI Workshop and it was informative and a
great learning experience! Throughout the
sessions I was able pick-up some new
information and techniques to bring back to
my park. I lead a session overviewing
“Barriers to Participation”, and was thankful
for all of the feedback on the information I
was able to share with the attendees.
Networking and socialization with other
NAI members was a highlight of my
experience. Thank you very much NAI
members, the workshop committee, and
boards members helping support my
attendance at this years’ workshop. I look
forward to the next one!
Jordan Libera, Rec Programs Manager
Riverbend Park, FCPA

Previously Alonso served several times for multiple years as acting Director of Long Branch
Nature center. In this position he was responsible for facility operations, administrative duties,
conducting interpretive programs and training for staff and volunteers.
As Natural Resource Manager Alonso continues to interpret under the mantle of education
in the natural resources plan. The NR unit takes care of invasive control and has multiple
volunteer events and trainings, was well as running a native plant nursery with education
about natives.
Alonso has also made many contributions to NAI as co-chair of the Beltway Chapter of NAI,
for presenting concurrent sessions at Region 2 workshops and more.
Alonso has made many important contributions to interpretation so it is only fitting that we
honor Alonso Abugattas with the award for Outstanding Interpretive Manager.

Workshop attendees enjoying some social time and evening music.

Claire Thomas - Outstanding Frontline Interpreter.
Claire Thomas is a Historic Farm Educator at Frying Pan Farm Park, part of Fairfax County Park Authority, in Herndon, Virginia. Claire’s
passionate interpretation has grown through her Little Hands programs. Parents and children who participate in her programs are
drawn by the magnetism of her teaching style. They become part of the park community. She makes learning fun for all ages.
Claire has expanded the park’s adapted education programs. Here she demonstrates her refusal to settle for good; the adapted ed
programs need to be great. In addition to programs for young children, Claire developed a successful “Teen Tour, Ride and Dance”
program where teens interact on a wagon ride around the park and during a social dance. The program pushed the social boundaries
of the young people and left participants feeling very accomplished. Here again Claire found another way to grow community around
the site.
Claire enlightens staff with new ideas and uplifting spirit. Visitors are able to go out and apply what they learned in her programs and
the community is better for having a greater sense of place and belonging. These qualities make Claire Thomas an Outstanding
Frontline Interpreter.

Jennifer Crawford - Outstanding New Interpreter.
Jennifer Crawford began her career at Fairfax County (Virginia) Park Authority as a roving naturalist and became a natural history
interpreter at Huntley Meadows Park in 2015. Jen leads a wide variety of programs. She’s committed to teaching people, especially
children ages 2 to 12 about wonders of the natural world.
She creates her own curriculum, breaking down complex scientific subject so children can understand them. The children carry these
ideas with them and can share the ideas and their excitement about what they’ve done with their parents. She’s gained a loyal
following for her programs.
One park goal Jen has achieved is creating and sustaining science programs for the local home school community. These series of
science programs for ages 6 to 12 have seen a 100 percent increase through Jen’s efforts.
Jen is an absolute asset to Huntley Meadows Park and the profession of interpretation. Jennifer Crawford helps people create a special
connection to the natural world—the sign of an Outstanding New Interpreter.

Ken Rosenthal - Outstanding Frontline Interpreter.
Ken Rosenthal has been a naturalist at a number of sites for more than 10 years. Currently he is a Naturalist at Gulf Branch Nature
Center in Arlington, Virginia. Ken designs and presents a wide range of natural history programs for children through adults.
Ken worked with other naturalists to develop “pop-up” programs conducted at several different parks and at the Arlington County
Fair. These programs bring activities and animals to playgrounds and events whose participants may not be able to access programs at
the county nature centers. Ken brings new life and ideas to longstanding events and programs. One new program he has created is
“Deep Dive” which appeals to adults seeking a deeper level of understanding on a range of more targeted natural history topics.
Ken has a gift of making his presentations particularly memorable by knowing his audience and using a deft balance of humor, facts,
creativity and enthusiasm. This, combined with a thirst to increase his knowledge of natural history, makes Ken Rosenthal a great
programmer and an Outstanding Frontline Interpreter.
Linda Bailey - NAI Region 2 Meritorious Service Award.
As NAI Region 2 Deputy Director and Director, Linda Bailey has led by example, never asking others to do something she would not
do herself. She led the regional team through many workshops, trainings, budgets, and Strategic Plans. Linda has been the face of the
region as she represented us at national workshops and on the National Advisory Council serving as Finance Chair.
Linda’s warm, welcoming manner; calm professional demeanor; and exceptional leadership skills have been an inspiration. These
qualities helped her to encourage others to take on the work needed to make Region 2 successful. She is always generous with thanks
and praise for a job well done.
Linda has been part of every workshop, regionally or nationally, for many years. She has helped with every aspect of the regional
workshops. Often, she would sacrifice her own attendance at sessions to make sure the workshops went through without a glitch. The
enjoyment and learning of others always came first.
Always an interpreter at heart, Linda presented at just about every regional workshop. Despite how busy she was, she was willing to
share her knowledge and passion with others. Her legacy is both as a leader and a model interpreter.
Leading a team that only actually sees each other once or twice a year is a significant challenge. Linda manages this with grace, humor,
skill, and dedication. In her service to NAI, she has touched the lives of hundreds of the region’s members by ensuring a quality
experience from their professional association. Linda Bailey is highly deserving of the Meritorious Service Award from NAI Region 2.
Margaret Wohler - Outstanding Part-Time Interpreter.
Margaret Wohler began volunteering at Huntley Meadows Park, FCPA, in 1991 and was hired as a PT Interpreter in 1995. Margaret
leads nature programs and serves as Manager on Duty on weekends. Over the last 7 years Margaret created art and drawing classes,
reaching out to the local business & artist community to get free materials for her programs. She also created an adult nature
journaling class. Margaret used her artistic skills to illustrate a book created by Huntley Meadows volunteers, The Dragonflies of HMP.
Margaret collaborated with the FHMP to create and fund the position of Community Engagement Intern who she mentors. With the
Hybla Valley Partnership, a school and community group, the Intern provides free, life-enhancing, weekly programs for the students and
families of Hybla Valley Elementary School, a Title 1 school adjacent to the park.
Margaret has more than achieved the mission of HMP to “inspire community engagement through mindful management and
meaningful encounters” Margaret Wohler has acted as a true steward of Huntley Meadows Park and a modern-day Renaissance
woman for the Interpretive profession—truly an Outstanding Part-Time Interpreter.

Marilyn Schroeder - Outstanding Interpretive Volunteer.
Marilyn Schroeder has volunteered at Hidden Oaks Nature Center (HONC) for more than 11 years. She is a model for all the staff,
paid and volunteer alike. She enjoys the challenge of developing, presenting and evaluating her own presentations with the support of
the HONC Staff. To improve her presentations, she became a NAI Certified Interpretive Guide.
Marilyn’s efforts have allowed HONC to reach out to the community at nonrevenue-producing events. An engineer by training, she
has reached over 800 participants with a “Women in Science” message at elementary and middle school career days, GEMS (Girls
Excelling in Math and Science) programs and the Smithsonian’s Women in Aviation and Science events.
Marilyn has presented many nature programs for a variety of underserved communities in Fairfax County. Without Marilyn, HONC
couldn’t have held these programs. Marilyn is a founding and continuing member of the Fairfax County Chapter of Virginia Master
Naturalists and is involved in the Invasive Management Program for Fairfax County Park Authority.
Marilyn is the rare individual who asks “How can I help?” and has the knowledge, skills and ability to take on any program or challenge.
Marilyn Schroeder is a natural fit for Outstanding Interpretive Volunteer for NAI Region 2.
Tania Gale - NAI Region 2 Meritorious Service Award.
Tania Gale has been an integral part of the inner workings of NAI Region 2 for
nearly two decades. Long before she was an elected officer, Tania was a
member of many workshops planning committees. She was elected and served
as regional Secretary until 2012 when she was elected Treasurer, a position she
held through 2017. Tania now serves as the Maryland State Representative
Dedicated, reliable and professional, Tania’s work as treasurer was always
accurate and timely. She worked with the Chesapeake Region’s Director to
develop and track the region’s annual budget, revenue and expenses. For
regional workshops Tania served as an important connection to the national
office, requesting checks and payments to keep the workshop finances straight.
Tania also managed registration for the workshops. With her own special style
and warmth, Tania welcomed participants as they arrived. She assisted with many
silent and live auctions, and was always there to step up when help was needed.
A dedicated and talented interpreter, Tania has regularly presented workshop
sessions. She has also shared her knowledge by contributing articles for the
region newsletter. Her contagious passion for natural resources paired with her
exemplary interpretive skills are a true gift to our profession and the many lives
she touches through her work.
Tania has taken teamwork gladly and seriously, serving as the Volunteer
Coordinator for the 2012 NAI National Conference in Hampton, VA – a two
year commitment which required copious meetings and little personal time at the
event itself. It’s this kind of involvement, effort and enthusiasm that makes Tania
Gale deserving of the NAI Region 2 Meritorious Service Award.

Tania Gale hard at work at the registration desk.

Tara Miller - Outstanding Interpretive Volunteer.
Tara Miller has volunteered as an Assistant Program Leader at Huntley Meadows Park, Fairfax County Park Authority, since 2013. She
has emerged as a natural born leader and a reliable, creative programming volunteer.
Tara is a complete team player, willing to support the park’s programming needs in whatever capacity she is needed, from preparing
crafts, to trouble shooting, to stepping into a leadership role for the day. She is wonderful with students, teachers and chaperones that
come to the park for field trips: from orienting them in a quick and friendly manner to breaking down complex topics like wetlands for
all age groups. Tara’s passion for these topics shines through.
In fall 2017 Tara began assisting staff with MWEE’s (Meaningful Watershed Educational Experience). These are high level six station
programs for 7th graders, which encourage hands-on field data collection. Even though each day requires many hours of Tara’s time,
she enthusiastically jumps in with both feet, providing area students with the watershed experience they need.
Not only does Tara volunteer her time, she encourages her husband and two teenaged children, and sometimes their friends, to help
at large park events. When the park’s Solar Eclipse Festival’s registration blew up overnight from 40 to 100 participants, Tara and her
entourage came through.
Tara’s dedication to programming is raising the volunteer standard at Huntley Meadows Park in the best possible way. She is
consistently positive, proactive and striving to be even better. Tara Miller is without question an Outstanding Interpretive Volunteer for
NAI Region 2.
Yvonne Johnson - NAI Region 2 Meritorious Service Award.
As Deputy Director and now as Director, Yvonne Johnson has been an outstanding
leader and volunteer for NAI Region 2. Yvonne’s leadership and administrative skills
can be seen in the success of the past three multi-day workshops. In 2014, she played
a vital role on the planning committee for our wonderful time at Westmoreland State
Park. She also wore the hat of Auction Chair putting together the silent auction and
the extremely fun and successful live auction. The funds raised were used for
scholarships for members to attend regional and national workshops. At Cacapon
Resort State Park in 2016, Yvonne was Workshop Chair. The site was fantastic and
the sessions meaningful and instructive. Yvonne kept her cool and kept things running
even when the floor flooded at 5am!
At the current workshop, the sessions, activities and all of the details we have enjoyed
are thanks to the tireless efforts of Yvonne, and of Tania Gale, as workshop co-chairs.
Yvonne recruited a committee to put together all the pieces of the workshop. These
events are put together for NAI members by NAI members, who all juggle jobs and
personal lives while they contribute time and effort to the region. As manager of
Frying Pan Farm Park in Virginia, this time of year is particularly busy for Yvonne (think
lots of baby farm animals) yet she found the time and energy to devote to creating a
great event.
Yvonne Johnson and Auctioneer Extraordinaire, John Shafer in
the Bear’s Den.

Yvonne has served the Chesapeake Region for the past six years with the highest
level of professionalism and service. She has created a welcoming and meaningful professional home for the interpreters of the region.
We thank Yvonne Johnson with this highly deserved NAI Region 2 Meritorious Service Award.

Beltway Chapter Chatter

A Day at the National Museum of the Marine Corps
As Yvonne Johnson, Region 2 Director, stated, “Thanks to the Beltway Chapter, a petite platoon of interpreters established a beach
head at the National Museum of the Marine Corps on Wednesday, February 21.”
Nancy Saunders, Historian Assistant at Frying Pan Farm Park, describes our invasion as follows:
Touring the National Museum of the Marine Corps was very interesting and helpful. I recognized that we have a common mission in
preserving and sharing history and that we both seek to share history in an engaging way that attracts visitors of all ages. The USMC
museum is large, currently 118,000 square feet, with over ten galleries plus theatres, and has over two hundred and forty years of
history to share. While much bigger than many sites, there are elements of the museums’ exhibits and programs that can be taken and
incorporated into our exhibits, displays and park events.
Visitors’ connection to the USMC history is accomplished through the well-designed exhibits at the museum. The historic objects,
photographs, and text which included frequent quotes were combined to give three dimensions to the history of the Marine Corps to
not only provide information on historic events, but to draw a connection to the lives of the Marines. The exhibits at our site can be
composed of the same elements in a smaller scale to accomplish this goal as well.
Also, after learning about the programs that Laura Hockensmith, Chief of Education, shared with our group I saw that the mission of
the USMC museum is also being fulfilled in unique and innovative ways which I can distill and adapt for use at Frying Pan Farm Park in
Herndon, Virginia. Some of the programs such as “Hands on Art” and “Storytime” may not be new for many in the Parks and
Recreation area, but the fact that the USMC Museum continues these programs is a testament to the continued success found in the
activities. The trunk program and “Discovery cart” are two programs that Laura has found popular as an outreach and in the case of the
Discovery cart a fun activity at the museum. The two programs are a good reminder of how important it is to have visuals and handson activities for children to learn and experience history. The children’s gallery especially keeps children engaged with interactive
exhibits such as the Tun Tavern facade and objects which show
how the Marine Corps began in 1775 and a little about the Colonial
period. The USMC Museum also offers a candlelight tour along the
Semper Fidelis Memorial Park, a place of remembrance and
reflection dedicated to honoring the service of all Marines, in the fall
which is another example of how to engage visitors in the evenings
outdoors.
While each of us has a different story to preserve and share, it is
helpful to see how others successfully engage and excite an
audience of mixed ages.
Compiled by Mona Enquist-Johnston, CIT, Beltway Chapter Co-Chair
Mona Enquist Johnston, Rachael Tolman, Dave Farner, Yvonne
Johnson and Patricia Dietly enjoying the Beltway session at the
USMC Museum.

Lichens of Riverbend Park

Clockwise from top right: Powdery Goldspeck lichen - Candelariella efflorescens (No lobes present),
Hoary Rosette lichen - Physcia aipolia, Comma lichen - Arthonia spp., Mealy Rosette lichen - Physcia
millegrana, Common Greenshield lichen - Flavoparmelia caperata, Powdered Ruffle lichen Parmotrema hypotropum (Pictures from the Beltway Chapter Lichens 101 session)

Lichens 101!
Manuela (Manu) Dal Forno, skilled lichenologist and captivating communicator with the Smithsonian’s National Museum of Natural
History, led an encore Lichens 101 for the Beltway Chapter on Wednesday, February 28 at Riverbend Park.
She is a kindred spirit! With humor, passion and a keen knowledge of her subject Manu has opened the eyes and hearts of 50 local
interpreters to a new realm. I, for one, cannot go anywhere now, without noticing lichens. My curiosity surpasses my knowledge, but I
feel that I’ve discovered a whole new world. Each journey brings new observations, questions and delight.
Manu connected with us by sharing her knowledge and skills with enthusiasm, blending scientific information with effective analogies
and delightful humor. The group was engaged throughout her presentation. We all felt welcome to ask questions and show her our
field findings.
Marijke Gate, Naturalist at Riverbend Park shared the following:
"A light bulb moment." I've never really understood how lichens work. I know that they are a symbiotic relationship between a fungus
and algae but how do they actually function together as an organism? When Manuela told us that a lichen is actually a 'fungal lifestyle,'
it all became clear. It's all about the fungus, and the algae and cyanobacteria are simply willing, or perhaps unwilling, participants in this
lifestyle."
Compiled by Mona Enquist-Johnston, CIT, Beltway Chapter Co-Chair

Submission Guidelines
NAI REGION 2:
Delaware
District of Columbia
Maryland
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Virginia
West Virginia

We’re on the Web!

Each edition will be theme-based so if you have something to contribute short or long refer to the
table below for upcoming deadlines and themes. Submissions for other sections can be sent at any
time but if it fits in with a particular theme send it by that edition’s deadline otherwise it will be
used for a future edition.
Recommended lengths for submissions: 500-600 words for articles
100 words for each tip or trick
Pictures should be submitted as an attachment to your email. Other materials may be sent in the
body of your email or as an attachment.
If you have any suggestions for a theme for future newsletters, please send your suggestions or
requests. Themes can be anything related to interpretation that would be of interest to the region.
Newsletter submissions including calendar items should be sent to: ChesapeakeChat@gmail.com

See us at:

Deadline

Theme

www.interpnet.com/2/

National Association for
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Winter Newsletter

January 15

Spring Newsletter

April 15

Summer Newsletter

July 15

Winter programming (first day hikes, holidays)
Using Social Media in Interpretation

Fall Newsletter

October 15

Combining Nature and History (Birding on Battlefields)
Engaging Diverse Audiences, Home School Programs

